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Let f be a continuous function on a compact interval J If some point in I has 
period 3 under A then Li and Yorke have shown that fis chaotic. Nathanson has 
shown that if some point in 1 has period divisible by 3, 5, or 7 then f is chaotic. 
In this note it is shown that if some point has period p under x where p is not 
a power of 2, then f is chaotic. On the other hand for each p which is a power 
of 2 an example is given of a non-chaotic function with points of period p. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 1 be a compact subinterval of the real line and let $I-+ 1 be con- 
tinuous. The powers off under iteration are defined inductively byfO(x) = x 
and ji+l(x) = f(p(x)) for i > 0. The point x G 1 has period p under f if 
j-p(x) = x but p(x) # x for 0 < i < p. The point x is eventually periodic if 
fk(x) is periodic for some k and asymptotically periodic if there is a periodic 
point y with limi.+#(x) -p(y)) = 0. 
Li and Yorke [I] have proved that if there exists a point which has period 3 
under f thenfis chaotic in the following sense: 
(1) There exist points having arbitrariIy large finite periods under $ 
(2) There exists an uncountable set S C 1 with the following properties: 
(a) If x E S then x is not asymptotically periodic. 
(b) Ifx,yeSandx#ythen 
Nathanson [2] has recently extended this result by showing that if there 
exists a point which has period 5 or 7 under A or more generally having 
period divisible by 3, 5, or 7, then f is chaotic. 
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Remark. Li and Yorke showed that when.f has a point of period 3 then 
in fact f has points of every finite period; however, this stronger conclusion 
may fail to hold in the more general case. 
Suppose that f has a point of period p. The purpose of this note is to prove 
that if p is not a power of 2 thenfis chaotic, while if p is a power of 2 then j’ 
need not be chaotic. 
2. PERIODS WHICH IDLY CHAOS 
An inspection of the paper of Li and Yorke [I] shows that their arguments 
prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let3 I-+ I be a continuous functioza on the compact interva/ I. 
Let xl , x2 , x3 E I with xl < x2 < x3 and suppose that f&J = xl , f(x& 2 x3 , 
andf(xJ 2 x2 . Then f is chaotic. 
The next lemma was observed by Nathanson [2]- 
LEMMA 2. If f t: I-+ Z is chaotic for some t > 0 then f is chaotic. 
The proof of the following theorem is now almost immediate. 
THEOREM I. LetJ I-+ Ibe a continuousfunction on the compact irtterva/I. 
Let x c I have period p under f where p is not a power of 2. Then f is chadc. 
ProoJ Letp = 2%I where q is odd and q > 3. If t = 2k then x has period 
q under g =ft. Let {x1 , x g ,..., xJ be the points in the orbit of x under g 
with x1 < x2 < *.+ c X~ . Then gs(x& = x1 for some s < q. Since q is odd, 
g8(xd # x2 and so gs(x& > x3, and finally gg(xJ > x8 . Therefore by 
Lemma 1, gs =fts is chaotic and so by Lemma 2, j” is also chaotic. 
3. PERIODS WHICH Do NOT IMPLY CHAOS 
In this section it is shown that the conclusion of Theorem 1 need not hold 
when p is a power of 2. To this end, for each n > 0 a continuous function 
fm: [O, l] - [0, 1] is constructed with the following properties: 
(1) There exist points in [O, 1] which have period 2n underf% . 
(2) Every point in [O, 1] is eventually periodic with period 28, 0 < i < ,=z. 
In particular, ffl will not be chaotic. 
The construction is by induction on n. For n = 0 the identity functian 
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h(x) = x clearly has the desired properties. Suppose that ffi has been con- 
structed. Define fm+I by 
Then fn+I is clearly continuous and maps [0, 1] to [0, 11. Also fn+I has a 
unique fjxed point x0 in [l/3,2/3]. On [l/3, 2/3] the graph of&+I is a straight 
line with slope -(2 +fn(l)) < -2, hence if x # x0 is in this interval then 
fE+I(x) is eventually in [O, l/3] u [2/3, 11. 
Furthermore, j%+JO, 1/3J C [2/3, l] and.&+J2/3, I] C LO, l/3] while 
Ez+1w = (l/3) &&(3x), 0 < x < l/3, 
= 2/3 + W3~.M3~ - 21, 213 <x < I. 
Therefore if x E [0, l/3] and 3x has eventual periodp underfn or if x E [2/3, l] 
and 3x - 2 has eventual period p under fn then x has eventual period 2p 
under .fn+l . Properties 1) and 2) forfn+I now follow immediately. 
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